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Abstract 
The conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq saw an explosion of online correspondence and war 
narration by American soldiers. These so-called "milblogs" comprise an amalgam of traditional 
war narratives, i.e., the letter from the front and the memoir. They detail the soldiers' war 
experience and life in the warzone. They engage with their audience in discussions about the 
conduct and meaning of the war but also on aspects of "normal" civil life, such as pop culture. 
New Media scholars have initially looked at the blogs' potential to compete with, or 
complement, journalistic war reporting. However, milblogs should also be seen as a source base 
for cultural studies and cultural historians as they reflect the public discourse on war and the 
individual soldiers' ways of coming to terms with their experience. Although not intended to be 
archived and used as academic sources, they offer a complete new resource base on war 
experience by their sheer number and by the diversity of topics and military backgrounds 
represented in them. 
  My paper will introduce my interdisciplinary postdoc project on milblogs from a 
perspective of ceremonial storytelling in Native American warrior ceremonies. In these 
ceremonies, returning warriors ritually narrate and/or perform their war experience, while their 
community reciprocates with ritual reintegration. Native communities acknowledge that 
individuals face fundamental social and cognitive gaps during their transition from civilian to 
warrior to veteran. The ceremonies are designed to help the warriors bridge these gaps and 
come to terms with their experience. Scholars in both Native studies and military psychology 
have suggested that the therapeutic and community-building effect of these ceremonies offers 
inspiration and instruction for the readjustment of non-Native veterans, as well. 
   I argue that milblogs provide such stress reduction and community-building for non-
Native soldiers during their deployment. The paper will emphasize the role of audience 
interaction for the bloggers' coping and for navigating between civil and military realities. The 
blog audiences, often organized in support groups (i.e., the Soldiers Angels), provide 
encouragement, solace, and offer gratitude to the bloggers, often in a mantra-like, ritualized 
language. At the same time, bloggers and their audiences discuss pop culture: Talking about 
films, music, and sports helps soldiers retain a sense of civilian normalcy. This 
exchange_although not offering a stand-alone treatment for war trauma_helps to diminish the 
social and cognitive gaps that lie at the heart of combat-related stress and its after-effects. 
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